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John deere stx38 black mower deck belt diagrambolens garden tractor page belt diagram. John
deere model 48c mower deck 48 inch deck parts fits john deere tractor models x x x x x x x x
Service Mower. John deere 48 inch mower deck belt diagram. John deere model 48 mower deck
48 inch deck parts fits john deere models and series model sn mhda model sn mhda model sn
mhda model sn mhda See parking safely in safety section allow engine and muffler to cool
completely. Use a spring puller to remove the end of the mower belt tension spring from its
bracket. Deck drive belt for 48 cut john deere series 12 wide 38 long john deere gx Click the part
number below to view and order a part for your john deere lawn tractor with 42 mower deck or
search illustrated diagrams to determine the part you need for your john deere lawn tractor with
48 mower deck. John deere 44 inch mower deck belt diagramdeck belt diagram problem.
Service 48 54 inch mower deck. Quick model guide for john deere lawn tractor with 48 mower
deck parts. Need deck belt diagram murray 40 hpi need the belt diagram for a yardman 46in.
Mower deck gearbox oil. I need to replace my mower deck belt on a john deere x 48 deck. Avoid
injury from contacting blades. It came off and i do not know how to route the belt. Remove the
two cap screws a from in front of the gearbox. Click the link and scroll down in the left column
until you find the heading for replacing the belt. Deck belt diagram for model I have a john deere
mower and need to find an exploded diagram of how the mower deck. Replacing mower drive
belt ze 48 inch mower park machine safely. The following john deere grease is preferred. Need
mower deck belt diagram for l john deere i have found the manual at jds website. Post a
Comment. Service Mower I need to replace my mower deck belt on a deere x 48 deck.
Components are installed under spring tension. Group title image description price. Share this
post. Newer Post Older Post Home. Subscribe to: Post Comments Atom. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan
Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah Artikel. About Contact Privacy Policy
Disclaimer. In , Volkswagen was founded, which was to become the symbol of the new
Germany. In the shortest possible time, an ultramodern factory was built in the city of
Wolfsburg, mortgaged for the employees of the new enterprise. In , army modifications of the
car were introduced, called Volkswagen Type 82 and In general, the national car formed the
basis of a whole range, taking a leading position in the automotive market of Germany, Austria
and the Netherlands, and the sales price of the basic version was 1, Reichsmarks. This is how
the Volkswagen-Audi company came into being, later renamed the Volkswagen Group. In , after
a small powertrain construction company called NSU became part of the Volkswagen concern,
the company management decided to move away from the classic Beetle layout proposed by
Ferdinand Porsche. In , the leadership of the German concern signed an agreement on close
cooperation with the Spanish automaker SEAT , which experienced financial difficulties, but
successfully kept afloat due to the production of inexpensive cars that are popular among
ordinary buyers. However, financial problems nevertheless broke the Spanish brand. In , the
engineers of the German concern loomed the prospect of creating another model range of cars,
which led to the complete absorption of the Czech manufacturer Skoda , and Volkswagen
entered the Eastern European automobile market. At the same time, another eminent brand,
Porsche , is falling under the control of the Volkswagen concern. As a result, for the next 16
years, the Porsche brand was completely under the control of Volkswagen , another brainchild
of Ferdinand Porsche. However, in , after the correct distribution of superprofits, the Porsche
management company was formed, which completely bought out the Volkswagen concern,
giving it complete control over the activities of the Porsche AG sports car company. The next
turning point in the history of the German concern Volkswagen was , when three brands of the
most prestigious cars - Bentley , Lamborghini and Bugatti - immediately passed under the
control of one of the largest automakers in the world. A year later, under the control of Audi,
which became an independent division of the Volkswagen brand, the Lamborghini brand was
transferred, which received a serious technical basis for the release of new sports cars. The
Bentley brand in the new hierarchy of the German concern was assigned the share of one of the
largest players in the luxury car market, due to the fact that, along with all the property of the
English brand, Volkswagen also controlled the production facilities of Rolls-Royce. Adobe
Acrobat Document Adobe Acrobat Document 3. VW Amarok Maintenance Manual. Adobe
Acrobat Document 1. VW Beetle Owner's Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 7. VW Caddy
Self-study programme. Adobe Acrobat Document 2. Adobe Acrobat Document 4. VW Crafter
Self-study Programme VW Fox Self-study Programme. Adobe Acrobat Document 1' VW Golf
Owner's Manual. VW Jetta Owner's Manual. VW Kafer Owner's Manual. VW Lupo Owner's
Manual. VW Polo Self-study Programme. VW Scirocco Owner's Manual. VW Sharan Owner's
Manual. VW Tiguan Owner's Manual. VW Transporter Reparaturleitfaden. VW Wiring Diagrams.
VW Amarok Circuit Diagrams. Adobe Acrobat Document 6. VW Golf-6 Wiring Diagrams. VW Polo
- Wiring Diagrams. History of Volkswagen Cars. A collision avoidance system CAS , also known
as a pre-crash system , forward collision warning system , or collision mitigation system , is a

motorcar safety system designed to prevent or reduce the severity of a collision. GPS sensors
can detect fixed dangers such as approaching stop signs through a location database. Collision
avoidance systems range from widespread systems mandatory in some countries, such as
autonomous emergency braking AEB in the EU, agreements between car makers and safety
officials to make crash avoidance systems eventually standard, such as in the United States, [7]
to research projects including some manufacturer specific devices. Advanced emergency
braking system AEBS as defined by UN ECE regulation is considered as: a system which can
automatically detect a potential forward collision and activate the vehicle braking system to
decelerate the vehicle with the purpose of avoiding or mitigating a collision. Once an impending
collision is detected, these systems provide a warning to the driver. When the collision
becomes imminent, they can take action autonomously without any driver input by braking or
steering or both. Collision avoidance by braking is appropriate at low vehicle speeds e. AEB
differs from forward collision warning: FCW alerts the driver with a warning but does not by
itself brake the vehicle. Time-to-collision could be a way to choose which avoidance method
braking or steering is most appropriate. Collision avoidance system by steering is a new
concept. It is considered by some research projects. Early warning systems were attempted as
early as the late s. An example is Cadillac , which developed a prototype vehicle named the
Cadillac Cyclone which used the new radar technology to detect objects in front of the car with
the radar sensors mounted inside "nose cones". It was deemed too costly to manufacture. The
first modern forward collision avoidance system was demonstrated in by a team of scientists
and engineers at Hughes Research Laboratories in Malibu, California. The technology was
marketed as Forewarn. In , AEB was introduced in the British market. In the earlys, the U. This
makes AEB available in 4. In , From fiscal year , in Japan, all new cars should have an automatic
braking systems to prevent accidents, including with a car or pedestrian but not with cyclist, at
speeds defined by three international regulations. From May , in the European Union, by law,
new vehicles will have advanced emergency-braking system. In India, autonomous emergency
braking system AEB could become mandatory on new cars by In the United States, automakers
voluntary committed to release automatic emergency braking as a standard feature on all new
cars and trucks starting in , in order to provide AEB three years earlier than through a
regulatory process. A study [35] by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety examined how
particular features of crash-avoidance systems affected the number of claims under various
forms of insurance coverage. The findings indicate that two crash-avoidance features provide
the biggest benefits: a autonomous braking that would brake on its own, if the driver does not,
to avoid a forward collision, and b adaptive headlights that would shift the headlights in the
direction the driver steers. They found lane departure systems to be not helpful, and perhaps
harmful, at the circa stage of development. A Insurance Institute for Highway Safety study found
forward collision warning and automatic braking systems reduced rear collisions. In the Berlin
truck attack , the vehicle used was brought to a stop by its automatic braking system. In a study
of police-reported crashes, automatic emergency braking was found to reduce the incidence of
rear-end crashes by 39 percent. A US study on trucks, considering 6, CAS activations from over
3 million miles and , hours driving performed with year technology, find that CAS activations
were the result of lead vehicle actions, such as braking, turning, switching lanes, or merging.
Efficiency varies depending on analysis, according to the European Commission: [43]. In
Australia, AEB has been found to reduce police-reported crashes by 55 per cent, rear-end
crashes by 40 per cent and vehicle occupant trauma by 28 per cent. It has been estimated that
ALKS could help to avoid 47, serious accidents and save 3, lives over the first decade in the
United Kingdom. A NTSB communication suggests that some vehicle collision avoidance assist
systems are not able to detect damaged crash attenuators. Therefore the vehicle may drive into
the crash attenuator. The NTSB considers such a feature would be a must have for safety with
partial automated vehicles to detect potential hazards and warn of potential hazards to drivers.
AEB systems aim to detect possible collisions with the car in front. Some cars may implement
lane departure warning systems. Since , Honda has developed a night vision system that
highlights pedestrians in front of the vehicle by alerting the driver with an audible chime and
visually displaying them via HUD. Honda's system only works in temperatures below 30 degrees
Celsius 86 Fahrenheit. This system first appeared on the Honda Legend. To assist in pedestrian
safety as well as driver safety, Volvo implemented a pedestrian airbag in the Volvo V40 ,
introduced in This feature allows autonomous braking of the vehicle while working in reverse
direction, to avoid a reverse collision. Those systems are assessed by IIHS. It deals with
avoiding some cases of collisions. Emergency Manoeuvre EM is a manoeuvre performed by the
system in case of an event in which the vehicle is at imminent collision risk and has the
purpose of avoiding or mitigating a collision. The activated system shall not cause any
collisions that are reasonably foreseeable and preventable. If a collision can be safely avoided

without causing another one, it shall be avoided. When the vehicle is involved in a detectable
collision , the vehicle shall be brought to a standstill. The activated system shall detect the
distance to the next vehicle in front as defined in paragraph 7. The activated system shall be
able to bring the vehicle to a complete stop behind a stationary vehicle, a stationary road user
or a blocked lane of travel to avoid a collision. This shall be ensured up to the maximum
operational speed of the system. The activated system shall avoid a collision with an
unobstructed crossing pedestrian in front of the vehicle. This document clarifies derivation
process to define conditions under which automated lane keeping systems ALKS shall avoid a
collision. Within the period of six months from the date of depositary notification C. In
accordance with paragraphs 3 and 4 of article 1 of the Agreement, the date of entry into force of
United Nations Regulation No. Various vendors provide AEB components to automakers. The
system first provides warning of an impending accident, activating hazard warning lights,
closing windows and sunroof, and pretensioning front seat belts. The warning is followed by
light braking to get the driver's attention. The sunroof and windows are closed and seat belts
are prepared for impact. The seats are moved forward to protect the car's occupants. If an
accident occurs, the "turning assistant" monitors opposing traffic when turning left at low
speeds. In critical situation, it brakes the car. Both systems were introduced on the Second
generation Q7. In BMW introduced two systems on the 7 Series. A driver drowsiness detection
includes an advice to take a break from driving. An "Active Driving Assistant" combines lane
departure warning , pedestrian protection, and city collision mitigation. In , "Driving Assistant
Plus" was introduced on most models combining the front-facing camera, lane-departure
warning, and in some cases front radar sensors to detect vehicles ahead. In the case of a crash,
the system can bring the vehicle to a standstill. Later iterations of the system on cars equipped
with Automatic Cruise Control system are improved by combining radar and camera detection
during fog, rain, and other situations where normal camera operations may be compromised.
The system used windscreen mounted cameras, radars, and lidars to monitor the road ahead.
The system doesn't provide a warning, rather, it can prevent a crash occurring at speeds
between 3. It uses a camera to provide warning when there is a vehicle ahead or there is a lane
departure. Rear cross traffic alert features. When activated, the CMBS has three warning stages.
The first warning stage includes audible and visual warnings to brake. If ignored, the second
stage would include the E-Pretensioner's tugging on the shoulder portion of the seat belt two to
three times as an additional tactile warning to the driver to take action. The third stage, in which
the CMBS predicts that a collision is unavoidable, includes full seat belt slack takeup by the
E-Pretensioner for more effective seat belt protection and automatic application of the brakes to
lessen the severity of the predicted crash. The E-Pretensioner would also work to reduce seat
belt slack whenever the brakes are applied and the brake assist system is activated. Using
electronic stability control sensors to measure steering angle, vehicle yaw, and lateral
acceleration and brake assist BAS sensors to detect emergency braking, the system can tighten
the seat belts, adjust seat positions, including rear seats if installed , raise folded rear headrests
if installed , and close the sunroof if it detects a possible collision including rollover. Visual and
acoustic warnings are triggered when a hazard is spotted. If the driver then reacts by braking,
the braking power will be boosted as the situation requires, up to a full brake application.
Should the driver fail to react, Pre-Safe Brake triggers autonomous vehicle braking. Anticipatory
occupant protection measures, such as the reversible belt tensioners, are deployed. By the time
the accident enters the phase when loads peak, the extra distance they are retracted by can be
used while dissipating energy in a controlled fashion. Pre-acceleration and force limitation allow
the occupants to be temporarily isolated from the effects of the crash, significantly reducing the
risk and severity of injuries in a frontal collision. Nissan's Infiniti brand offers both laser-based
and radar-based systems. Brake assist with preview function anticipates the need to apply
emergency braking and pre-pressurize the brake system to help improve brake response.
Intelligent brake assist IBA with forward emergency braking FEB on QX80 uses radar to monitor
approaching speed to the vehicle ahead, helping detect an imminent collision. It provides a
two-stage warning to alert the driver, and if the driver takes no action, the system automatically
engages the brakes to mitigate the collision speed and impact. Predictive forward collision
warning system warns the driver of risks that may be obscured from the driver's view. It senses
the relative velocity and distance of a vehicle directly ahead, as well as a vehicle travelling in
front of the preceding one. The forward emergency braking system judges that deceleration is
required, it alerts the driver using both a screen display and sound, then generates a force that
pushes the accelerator pedal up and applies partial braking to assist the driver in slowing the
vehicle down. When the system judges that there is the possibility of a collision, it will
automatically apply harder braking to help avoid one. Subaru's system, branded "EyeSight",
was announced in May using stereo camera technology to detect pedestrians and bicyclists. As

initially announced, EyeSight enabled pre-collision braking control and adaptive cruise control
at all speeds. In , color was added to the cameras, allowing the system to recognize brake lights
and red stoplights ahead. It is not available on the BRZ. Toyota's pre-collision system PCS is a
radar-based system that uses a forward-facing millimeter-wave radar. When the system
determines that a frontal collision is unavoidable, it preemptively tightens the seat belts ,
removing any slack, and pre-charges the brakes using brake assist to give the driver maximum
stopping power when the driver depresses the brake pedal. This system monitors the driver's
face to determine where the driver is looking. If the driver's head turns away from the road and a
frontal obstacle is detected, the system will alert the driver using a buzzer, and if necessary,
pre-charge the brakes and tighten the safety belts. A near-infrared projector located in the
headlights allows the system to work at night. With the adaptive variable suspension AVS and
electric power steering, the system can change the shock absorber firmness, steering gear
ratios, and torque assist to aid the driver's evasive steering measures. The lane departure
warning system will make automatic steering adjustments to help ensure that the vehicle
maintains its lane in case the driver fails to react. Rear-end pre-collision system includes a
rearward-facing millimeter-wave radar mounted in the rear bumper. This system is designed to
work even if the driver is wearing sunglasses, and at night. The system is designed to
determine if the driver is late in decelerating at an approaching stop sign, will then sound an
alert and can also pre-charge the brakes to provide braking force if deemed necessary. This
system works in certain Japanese cities and requires Japan specific road markings that are
detected by a camera. The latest version tilts the rear seat upward, placing the passenger in a
more ideal crash position if it detects a front or rear impact. This system increases the braking
force up to twice that applied by average drivers. It was not then available in U. An on-board
sensor detects pedestrians and issues a visual alert on the dashboard immediately in front of
the driver if the system determines that there is a risk of collision. If the likelihood of a collision
increases, the system issues an audio and visual alarm to encourage the driver to take evasive
action, and the increased pre-collision braking force and automatic braking functions are
activated. In the US model year, Toyota sold more vehicles equipped with collision warning than
any other single brand with a total 1. The first Japanese car model to receive TSS 2.
Multi-collision brake system automatic post-collision braking system to automatically brake the
car after an accident in order to avoid a second collision. City emergency braking automatically
activates brakes at low speeds in urban situations. It uses a sensor fusion between a camera
and the radar sensor. There is an "emergency assist" in case of a non-reacting driver, the car
takes the control of the brakes and the steering until a complete stop. This is also found on the
Volkswagen Golf Mk8. If the driver does not react, the system pre-charges the brakes and
increases the brake assist sensitivity to maximize driver braking performance. Later versions
will automatically apply the brakes to minimize pedestrian impacts. In some models of Volvos,
the automatic braking system can be manually turned off. The V40 also included the first
pedestrian airbag , when it was introduced in All Volvo automobiles now come standard with a
lidar laser sensor that monitors the front of the roadway, and if a potential collision is detected,
the safety belts will retract to reduce excess slack. Volvo now includes this safety device as an
option in FH series trucks. The Volvo XC90 features automatic braking, if the driver turns in
front of an oncoming car. This is a common scenario at busy city crossings as well as on
highways, where the speed limits are higher. March Volvo recalled , cars over auto emergency
braking failure. Many vehicles have AEB fitted as standard. The AEB is not available for every
car. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is about collision avoidance in cars. For
other uses, see collision avoidance. For other uses, see automatic braking. This article contains
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adaptation Blind spot monitor. Car craze began in the 60s, and this despite the fact that the car
was very small, in fact the space inside hard enough for passengers and luggage. This has been
achieved thanks to the innovative design of the front drive and motor. It was only in Mini began
selling cars under its own brand. The first Mini was produced in August By the end of , cars
have undergone several upgrades, and received an automatic transmission. This car had a
more powerful engine is 55 hp, improved gearbox and disc brakes. Good sales of the car led to
the creation of even more sporty version, Mini cooper S in Cooper also produced cars for circuit
racing. They were particularly successful in the Rally Monte Carlo, which won in , and in they
were disqualified despite the fact that they are in the top three. The second generation cars
were produced in the period These honors were modified radiator grille and larger rear window.
Despite all efforts, the developers have not been able to bring a breath of fresh air, which would
allow to increase the number of sales. The only thing that helped Mini survive in the 80's and
90's is the creation of a special series of cars that was created thanks to BMW , which bought
the remainder of the company Rover. In , BMW released a new, more technologically advanced
cars at NewMini mark and reached 1 million in The number of cars sold. Adobe Acrobat
Document Mini Cooper Convertible Manual. Mini Cooper Convertible Adobe Acrobat Document
2. Mini Cooper Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 6. JPG Image Mini Cooper R56 Owners
Manual. Mini Wiring Diagram. History of Mini Cars. Marketed worldwide and manufactured at ten
plants in eight countries, [2] sales reached almost 5 million by mid Sharing Honda's global
small car platform with the City , Airwave , first generation Mobilio and Freed , the Fit is noted
for its one-box or monospace design; forward-located fuel tank; configurable seats that Honda
calls "Magic Seats", that fold in several ways to accommodate cargo in varying shapes and
sizesâ€” and cargo volume competitive to larger vehicles. Honda released hybrid
petroleum-electric versions of the Fit in Japan in October and in Europe in early The Fit's fuel
tank under the front seat and compact rear suspension enable the rear seats to fold especially

low, creating a flexible and regularised cargo volume that is large for its class. The car was
released in Canada on April 3, , and in the U. In North American markets, the first-generation Fit
was replaced after only two model years by a new model, which was released for Japan in
November as a model. Subsequent iterations would maintain the same platforms worldwide.
Depending on the region, the Fit is available with a 1. All four engines are based on Honda's
L-series engine family. The eight-valve i-DSI intelligent dual and sequential engines use two
spark plugs per cylinder , allowing gasoline to burn more completely; therefore, fuel
consumption and emissions are reduced while maximum torque at mid-range rpm is
maintained. The 1. The engines are mated to a five-speed manual , five-speed automatic , and
continuously variable transmission CVT , depending on the region CVT not offered in United
States prior to The latter offers a smooth, continuous flow of power, or seven simulated "gears"
controlled by paddle shifters on the steering column. The Fit's central fuel tank location under
the front rather than rear seats â€” combined with a compact, semi-independent, H-shaped [13]
torsion beam rear suspension â€” allows for a lower load platform and increased cargo volume.
Ultra Seat: The fuel tank and rear suspension layout also allows a multiple-mode seating
system, marketed by Honda as Ultra Seat Asia and Magic Seat North America, Oceania , with
four seating modes â€” and a fifth in certain markets:. Models for the Malaysian, Singaporean,
and Vietnamese markets are produced in Thailand. Chinese models were sold in mainland
China, and products from a dedicated export plant were exported to some left-hand-drive
European markets, while Jazz models in Hong Kong were imported from Japan. Two engines 1.
Unique to the Japanese market, the Fit is also available in 4WD. Starting at a price of about
JPY1,, is the basic 1. At the top of the range is the 1. This system incorporates TV and FM radio.
Like Japan, the European Honda Jazz also has two engines available. The European-only 1. All
European Jazz models have Anti-lock braking system ABS with front disc brakes and rear drum
brakes or disc brakes. Side airbags are standard on high end models. The trims are similar to
those in Japan; with the combination of 1. The Fit went on sale in the United States and Canada
in April for model year , [14] replacing the Civic hatchback for North America and becoming that
market's chief entry-level subcompact. The Civic continues to grow in size and price and was
reclassified as a compact larger than a subcompact in In keeping with Honda's safety initiative,
the Fit was offered in North America with power windows, standard side airbags, side-curtain
airbags, and ABS, in addition to the mandatory front airbags. Due to differing safety regulations,
North American Fits have larger bumpers and a longer front clip than the rest of the world,
resulting in a slight increase in overall length. For the model, U. Differences were primarily
limited to cosmetics and standard equipment, since all models shared the same 1. A
conventional five-speed automatic transmission was optional, instead of the automatic CVT
found throughout the rest of the world. The Fit Sport model received paddle shifters mounted
behind the steering wheel when ordered with the automatic. For , 27, Fits were sold in the
United States. The Honda Fit was largely unchanged from the model with the exception of TPMS
and new windshield wipers that abandon the large rubber-blade design to a more traditional
rigid plastic with thin rubber-blade design. Honda marketed the Fit as "Small is the New Big".
Car and Driver magazine described, that "[n]ot only is it endowed with an impressive array of
standard features and an upscale interior, but its dynamics rival the responses of cars with
much fancier pedigrees and price tags. Consumer Guide said in its review, "While prices seem
steep for a subcompact compared to the Toyota Yaris and Nissan Versa , this is one in name
and exterior size only; it's really a small wagon that challenges some compact SUVs for room
while getting significantly better fuel economy". Fit, sourced from Brazil, was launched in
October Honda started local production and sale of Fit in April when Brazil became the second
production base, after Japan, for Fit. Base model LX features the 1. All models are available with
the five-speed manual or the regular CVT automatic. There are neither side airbags nor side
curtains available for the Brazilian version. Also, the radio antenna is positioned differently, as it
is near the front of the roof. Honda started selling the model in February with new bumpers and
some cosmetic changes. Alcohol ethanol and gasoline hybrid Fit: Honda Brazil began sales in
mid-December , only for the 1. There is an additional gasoline fuel tank on the right side under
the triangle window for low temperature starts. Honda Fit was awarded by Quatro Rodas
magazine as Best Buy in and , and as the car with happiest buyers in , , and Launched in , it was
sold as the Jazz in South Africa. It is available with the 1. All Honda Fits sold in Chile are built in
Brazil, except for a few early models. No alcohol powered engines are available in Chile. The
Honda Jazz offering in Australia follows, to a degree, the Japanese versions excluding the 4WD
models , and was released in Australia in October The base model Jazz GLi is powered by a 1.
Standard is a five-speed manual gearbox, with the auto CVT an optional extra. The VTi adds the
1. A "dot" on the "J" in Jazz on the rear of the first-generation model indicates whether it is
powered by a 1. The second-generation models can be differentiated by the presence VTi or

absence GLi of audio controls on the steering wheel. The body kit for the VTi-S has changed
since its introduction in The picture to the right illustrates the differences. Since its introduction
to Australia, the Jazz has been imported from Japan. However, in late , Honda Australia began
importing the Jazz from Thailand. The cheaper production costs allowed Honda to make
significant price cuts across the Jazz range, though the color range has been reduced to six
compared to twelve in Japan. In , the Australian Honda Jazz received a minor cosmetic facelift.
At this stage, a free trade agreement between Australia and Thailand resulted all Australian
Honda Jazz models being made in the Thailand factory. The model and trim variants remained
the same, excluding the cosmetic changes. All Jazz models were upgraded to LED tail lights as
standard and also the 1. The VTi 1. The CVT paddle shift system was altered for easier use. The
paddle system is down gears on the left and up gears on the right. The previous model had a
shifter for both up down at the three-o'clock and nine-o'clock positions. In addition, the LED tail
lights are smoked, giving a more 'sporty' look. The Malaysian version was available in two
variants, the 1. Both are equipped with CVT-7 and are front wheel drive. No manual transmission
is offered. Unlike the Australian market, which had different trims for the Jazz e. As of March , a
sole 1. A three-year warranty is standard for all Jazz models purchased from authorized Honda
dealers in Malaysia. Initially, the Jazz was sold as a Built-up export CBU model fully imported
from Japan , with the sole variant powered by a 1. In , the 1. The main and most noticeable
difference were rear disc brakes. Japanese models incorporated rear drum brakes. In early , the
Jazz underwent a facelift introduced earlier in Japan. The motor remained unchanged. Sold as
the Jazz in Singapore by the authorized dealer and Fit by parallel importers. CVT or five-speed
manual transmissions are offered in Singapore. Introduced in November for local production
and sold as the Jazz in Thailand. Thailand became the third production base to produce Fit,
after Japan and Brazil. Initially it was available only with a 1. The Jazz was first imported from
Japan under the name Fit in through grey import channels. In late , Honda decided to import the
Jazz from Thailand. Overwhelming demand caused Honda Prospect Motor to assemble Jazz
locally at Karawang plant at , while still selling the imported Jazz i-DSI alongside the local one.
Honda Jazz was an instant success and became the fourth best-selling car in Indonesia. It was
initially offered in only one trim with the 1. Sold as the Jazz in the Philippines from up to 1st
generation. It is available with three trim lines:. Honda Jazz became the supermini to have the
best overall performance for combined safety in its class. At its introduction in , it won the Car
of the Year Japan Award for the second time. The vehicle offered a longer wheelbase than its
predecessor and is wider and longer overall. Two engines were offered in the
second-generation Fit. The hybrid version was launched October in Japan. The Fit Hybrid
featured a 1. The parallel hybrid system is simple and lightweight while enhancing driving
performance and fuel economy. Honda also showed a concept electric vehicle based on the
second generation Fit in It was mass-produced as the Fit EV in â€” For the first time, it was also
available in a station wagon body style called the Fit Shuttle. The variant was only available in
Japan's domestic market. Body panels are both welded and bolted to the frame in a hybrid
monocoque and spaceframe fusion â€” and rear torsion beam suspension is more compact, no
longer using an anti-sway bar to maximize interior and cargo space. Japanese models went on
sale on 6 September The Fit Hybrid uses an Earth Dreams 1. Compared to the outgoing IMA
hybrid, the new hybrid can now run fully on electric while driving, making it on par with Toyota
Prius. Cargo capacity is liters. Non-hybrid models include the 13G Earth Dreams 1. The U. The
third-generation model replaces the previous SOHC engine with an all-new 1. Transmission
options include a 6-speed manual or continuously variable transmission CVT with available
paddle shifters adopted from the Civic. All Fits trim levels include a multi-angle rear-view
backup camera ; higher trims include dynamic guidelines. Honda's LaneWatch passenger
side-view mirror camera is also optional. A commemorative edition to celebrate the end of the
Honda Fit for the Mexican market named "Final Edition" was launched in 1 December It is
painted in the Azul Sport Sport Blue colour, equipped with side wings, a rear spoiler, and a
commemorative plaque. Regardless of trim, all variants get a non-direct-injected 1. Honda
launched the Jazz Hybrid in June , as the facelifted version. Malaysia is the only country other
than Japan to sell the Jazz Sport Hybrid. Honda gives 8-year unlimited mileage warranty on the
battery. It is equipped with the non-direct-injected 1. The third-generation Jazz was rolled out on
July 8, from the stables of Japanese automaker in India. Powering the new-geneneration Honda
Jazz is a 1. India is the first and the only market, where the Jazz has been offered in diesel. The
diesel engine is mated to a six-speed manual transmission. The upper V trim in CVT comes with
first in segment, steering mounted paddle shifters offering 7 virtual manual selection. In the
Philippines, the third-generation Honda Jazz was launched in and is available in three trim
levels; the base, which is the 1. The manual variant received a steel wheel rim cover, while the E
CVT received a different wheel design; the high-end 1. It was also revealed in Thailand on May

19, followed by Malaysia on June 6, and the Philippines on July 17, The facelift features new
bumpers for the 1. This generation has been developed with electrification in mind, which saw
the model being marketed as a hybrid-only model in Europe, and the hybrid variant being
positioned as a volume maker in Japan. The fourth-generation Fit retains its large windshield
that offers optimal forward visibility, though a redesigned front pillar with a cross-sectional
structure differs from the previous generation. Honda stated it improves the impact absorption
into the body in the event of a collision. The windscreen wipers have also been hidden below
the top of the bonnet line. The model would not be sold in the North American market due to
poor sales for its predecessor, in favour of the HR-V which saw its production being ramped up
to make up for the demise of the Fit. It was launched in Japan on 13 February and went on sale
on the following day. In Japan, the Fit is offered with both conventional 1. The Jazz went on sale
in Europe in mid as a hybrid-only model, as Honda is phasing out conventional combustion
engine in the region in For the market, Honda stated the Jazz is capable of achieving It is
available with two sub-models which are Sport and Crosstar. The Fit Sport featured
sportier-looking front and rear bumpers compared to the Japanese or European model. The
minor differences between the two are the front bumper designs and rear taillight tint colour the
Life has a clear smoked tint. Both the Chinese-market Fit and Life is powered by a 1. The
fourth-generation Fit was launched in Singapore in January as the Jazz. The system combines a
1. The engine sends power to the front wheels through a single fixed-gear ratio and a lock-up
clutch, which is claimed to provide a smoother transfer of torque during acceleration. The setup
is claimed to be more compact and refined compared to a planetary eCVT typically found in
other hybrid vehicles. The conventional petrol engine for the Japanese market is 1. It is mated
to a CVT and a choice of either front or all-wheel drive. Japanese sales of the first-generation Fit
greatly exceeded the original monthly sales target of 8, units on debut. By December , it had
outsold the Toyota Corolla , and ranked first in sales for nine out of twelve months in With a
total sales of , for the year of , it became the best-selling vehicle in Japan, which is a first for a
Honda model. After a minor model change that went on sale on June 11, , Honda announced
that, in about 2 weeks' period after its introduction, the company received orders from
customers totaled around 13, units. The second generation has been the top selling car in
Japan since its official launch in November By September , cumulative sales in Japan reached
1. Europe is next with , units. The United States accounts for 77, cars since introduction in
Honda expected to sell 33, vehicles in the U. Honda plans to put 70, Fit units on American roads
for the model year. In the first half of , Honda and other manufacturers were surprised by the
rapid shift towards smaller cars in the United States. Production of Fit for the U. Further
increase in supply for the U. One year later, global cumulative sales reached 3. Honda had
planned to use the name Fitta , and was released in Japan under that name in Print ads "Gas
Hogs" and "Cavernous" will be featured in popular magazines. A dedicated marketing site was
built to communicate top product features through games and interactive experiences. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is about Fit-based Honda Jazz. For other uses, see
Honda Jazz. It has been suggested that Honda Fit second generation be merged into this article.
Discuss Proposed since January Motor vehicle. Petrol : 1. Post facelift Honda Jazz in Malaysia.
Main article: Honda Fit second generation. Retrieved Honda Motor Press release. Archived from
the original on Dow Jones. Retrieved 15 July Archived from the original on 3 February Retrieved
3 February Nissan has announced the arrival of an all-new Note, and the second-generation
mini MPV will take the fight to the likes of Honda Jazz in Japan, beginning early September. Web
Wombat. Its main competitors are the more upmarket Honda Jazz and Mazda2 models [ Auto
Express. Outside, the Colt is slightly bigger than key rival the Honda Jazz in virtually every
department. Crucially, though, it still fails to outclass the Honda in terms of cabin space.
Autoblog Green. New York Times. Green Car Congress. In order to help maximise Fit's useable
interior space, Honda located the fuel tank in a central location towards the middle of the
vehicle. This allows the cargo floor in the rear of Fit to be relatively low, thus increasing the
interior volume. JB car pages. Canadian Driver, Greg Wilson, April 21, Archived from the
original on May 21, Begins Auto Exports". Vancouver Sun. Archived from the original on
January 24, The Auto Channel. Car and Driver. December Consumer Guide Auto. Honda Motor
Company. Archived from the original on September 5, Euro NCAP. Paul Tan's Automotive News.
Retrieved 8 October Honda Automobile Thailand. Jul 28, The New York Times. Motor Trend.
April 28, Archived from the original PDF on Archived from the original on 2 December Retrieved
18 January American Honda Motor Co. Japan: Honda. Honda European Media Newsroom.
Retrieved 17 July The reason is? And what is the sales ratio of the 5 types with different
personalities? Car Sales Statistics. Archived from the original on September 26, Best Selling
Cars Blog. The future is here! Chevrolet Onix is the star". The top in the sic ". HeadLight
Magazine in Thai. The Inspiration Room. Archived from the original on May 17, Gawker Media.
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Accord Coupe. FCX Clarity. Accord Sedan. Sport compact. Civic Type R. Sports car. Sport utility
vehicle. Pickup truck. Vehicle exclusive to Southern California available for leasing purposes
only. Kei car. Life Dunk. Acty Street. Brio Amaze. Quint Integra. Ascot Innova. Integra SJ.
Accord CB. Accord CD. Accord CF. Accord CG. Accord CL. Accord CU. Civic Coupe. Integra
Coupe. Legend Coupe. CR-X del Sol. Integra Type R. Accord Type R. Accord Euro-R. NSX Type
R. Subcompact crossover. Compact crossover. Mid-size crossover. Station wagon. Civic
Shuttle. Accord CF6. Accord CM. Mini MPV. Mobilio Spike. EV Plus. Compact MPV. Odyssey
RA6. Odyssey RB. Odyssey RB3. Odyssey RC. Odyssey RL3. Odyssey RL5. Odyssey RL6. Acty
Van. City Pro. Civic Van. Civic Pro. Partner Van. LCCN : sh Aerodynamics is the science of how
air flows around and inside objects. Above slow speeds, the air flow around and through a
vehicle begins to have a more pronounced effect on the acceleration, top speed, fuel efficiency
and handling. Therefore, to build the best possible car we need to understand and optimize how
the air flows around and through the body, its openings and its aerodynamic devices. No matter
how slowly a car is going, it takes some energy to move the car through the air. This energy is
used to overcome a force called Drag. Between these three forces, we can describe most of the
interactions of the airflow with a vehicle body. Frontal pressure is caused by the air attempting
to flow around the front of the vehicle as shown in diagram D1 below. Diagram D1. Frontal
Pressure is a form of drag where the vehicle must push air molecules out of the way as it travels
through the air. As millions of air molecules approach the front of the car, they begin to
compress, and in doing so raise the air pressure in front of the car. At the same time, the air
molecules travelling along the sides of the car are at atmospheric pressure, a lower pressure
compared to the molecules at the front of the car. Just like an air tank, if the valve to the lower
pressure atmosphere outside the tank is opened, the air molecules will naturally flow to the
lower pressure area, eventually equalizing the pressure inside and outside the tank. The same
rules apply to any vehicle. The compressed molecules of air naturally seek a way out of the high
pressure zone in front of the vehicle, and they find it around the sides, top and bottom of the
vehicle as demonstrated in diagram D1. As it drives down a road, the blocky sedan shape of the
car creates a hole in the air. The air rushes around the body as described above. These empty
areas are the result of the air molecules not being able to fill the hole as quickly as the car can
make it. The air molecules attempt to fill in to this area, but the car is always one step ahead,
and as a result, a continuous vacuum sucks in the opposite direction of the car. Diagram D2.
Rear Vacuum Also known as flow detachment is another form of drag where the air the vehicle
is passing through cannot fill the space of the hole left behind by the vehicle, leading to what
amounts to a vacuum. In fact, the drag increase with the square of the vehicle speed, so more
and more horsepower is needed to push a vehicle through the air as its speed rises. Therefore,
when a vehicle reaches high speeds it becomes important to design the car to limit areas of
flow detachment. If you have witnessed the Le Mans race cars, you will have seen how the tails
of these cars tend to extend well back of the rear wheels, and narrow when viewed from the side
or top. The force created by the rear vacuum exceeds that created by frontal pressure, so there
is very good reason to minimize the scale of the vacuum created at the rear of the vehicle.
Diagram D3. Turbulence is created by the detachment of an air flow from the vehicle. The final
unavoidable detachment at the very rear of the vehicle leaves a turbulent wake. When the flow
detaches, the air flow becomes very turbulent and chaotic when compared to the smooth flow
on the front of an object. If we look at a protrusion from the car such as the mirror in diagram D3
above, we see flow detachment and turbulence in action. The air flow detaches from the flat side

of the mirror, which of course faces toward the back of the car. The turbulence created by this
detachment can then affect the air flow to parts of the car which lie behind the mirror. Intake
ducts, for instance, function best when the air entering them flows smoothly. Wings generate
far more downforce with smooth flows over them as well. Therefore, the entire length of the car
really needs to be optimized within reason to provide the least amount of turbulence at high
speed. To enable the comparison of the drag produced by one vehicle versus another, a
dimensionless value called the Coefficient of Drag or Cd was created. Every vehicle has a Cd
which can be measured using wind tunnel data. The Cd can be used in drag equations to
determine the drag force at various speeds. Here is an excerpt from that table:. From this table
and our knowledge of the body shape of some of these vehicles, we can conclude that the best
Cd is achieved when a vehicle has these attributes:. In truth though, to be ideal, a car body
would be shaped like a tear drop, as even the best sports cars experience flow detachment.
However, tear drop shapes are not conducive to the area where a car operates, and that is close
to the ground. The best road cars today manage a Cd of about 0. Formula 1 cars, with their
wings and open wheels a massive drag component manage a minimum of about 0. If we
consider that a flat plate has a Cd of about 1. Full covering bodywork is probably the best
solution, if legal by
afs mazda 3
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05 ford f150
regulations, but if partial bodywork is permitted, placing a converging fairing behind the wheel
provides maximum benefit. The smaller the hole your car punches through the air, the better it
will accelerate, the higher the top speed, and the lower the fuel consumption it will have. It is
usually much easier to reduce FA frontal area than the Cd Drag coefficient. Bodywork which
quickly converges or is simply truncated, forces the air flow into turbulence, and generates a
great deal of drag. As mentioned above, it also can affect aerodynamic devices and bodywork
further behind on the vehicle body. Minimize Frontal Area The smaller the hole your car
punches through the air, the better it will accelerate, the higher the top speed, and the lower the
fuel consumption it will have. Converge Bodywork Slowly Bodywork which quickly converges
or is simply truncated, forces the air flow into turbulence, and generates a great deal of drag.
Vehicle Type. Frontal area. Full-size sedans. Sports cars.

